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TAKING INSPIRATION
By Ms. Kalpana Singh, Head Academics
Parikrma Humanity Foundation - Bangalore 

"The sessions you are conducting for our

students is really very very inspiring, not only

for the students but also for us adults because

we get to see a whole lot of teamwork, a lot of

morale building and a lot of inculcation of

values. That's so important in the world today,

especially in students when everyone is looking

at their mobile phones trying to compete with

the world outside, what you are trying to do is

that the child knows it is important to compete

with yourself and make a better living and

make this society a better place to live in,

which is great. 

You are teaching them to Fly Higher!"

 Message from Ms. Kalpana Singh

 September event – FHI Nagpur

 October event – FHI Kochi

 Volunteer experience

 Feedback – Donor and School

Management
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EFFECTIVE COMMUINCATION
NAGPUR - SEPTEMBER 2019
Text by Nupur Shah

and Draw’. Here, the kids had to identify an

object when blindfolded and based on the

description given by his/her teammates.

This activity aims to develop effective

listening skills, building concentration and

coherent communication.

Next Activity was an all-time favourite –

Pictionary. One kid from each group was

given a specific word to act out for the rest

of them teammates to identify. This activity

boosts creative thinking and visualising

capacity of a kid to convert words into

actions. This focuses and emphasises on the

non-verbal aspects of communication like

body language, hand gestures and facial

expressions. Another activity conducted

was ‘Action Whisper’. In this activity, all the

kids were asked to stand in a straight line

and the last kid was given a set of actions

which he/she had to memorize quickly to

enact it to the next person. Similarly, all

kids had to transfer the same action

message to next kid. At the end, the last kid

had to enact the action to the first one to

verify if the message was transferred

accurately. This activity teaches kids how

easily a message communicated can be

misinterpreted and changed, thereby

emphasising on the importance of accuracy

in communication. 

The world is growing fast and to catch up

with this demanding era we need to grow

faster. Each stage of this growing comes

with learning a new skill. One of the most

important of these skills is the art of

communication. We at FHI firmly believe

that the foundation of this essential skill

should be nurtured in the early stages of

every child’s development. It is necessary

for a child to be adept at this art of

expressing their opinions, feelings, and

ideas both personally and at a public

gathering. A common misconception about

communication is the emphasis on just its

verbal aspects. A significant portion of

effective communication depends on the

non-verbal aspects which include hand

gestures, facial expression, posture, tone,

volume and much more. To help our

underprivileged children develop and

excel at communication, Fly Higher with

our team of Advisors designed a set of

activities to help imbibe this skill in them.

This was implemented in all our centres

across 30 cities in India in the month of

September 2019. 

One such memorable event was conducted

on 15th September 2019 at Nagpur. The

event began with an interactive

introductory session where the FHI Team

made a presentation on the importance of

communication. The first activity

conducted was ‘Listen, Think

‘Can't thank Fly

Higher enough for

this great initiative,

building the team

and the opportunity

it gives us to do a

little something for a

better tomorrow.’

 

Anna Mariya

Lukose

FHI Calicut



SPORTS & GAMES 
KOCHI - OCTOBER 2019
Text by Truptimayee Das
The Kochi event took place on 13th October

2019 at Mar Baselius Children’s Home,

Vadavucode, Ernakulam. The theme for the

month of October was ‘Sports and Games’.

Studies have shown that any outdoor sport

played, apart from increasing physical

stamina also impacts the mental health to a

great extent; thereby, aiding in increased

focus and emotional strength.

One of the most underrated outdoor

teaching activity is ‘Treasure Hunt’. Our

Kochi Team thought out-of-the-box and

merged different activities into an

innovative treasure hunt. They divided the

kids and few volunteers into 2 teams and

started with the very first level of treasure

hunt where the teams had to play ‘Tic-Tac-

Toe’. The classic game contributes to

children’s developmental growth in

numerous ways including their

understanding of predictability, problem

solving, and spatial reasoning, turn taking

and strategizing. The winning team got a

head start of one minute to the next level,

which was ‘Personality Puzzle’. The teams

were given clues based on the life story of a

famous sports personality. The teams had to

identify the personality and complete the

puzzle of the identified celebrity’s picture.

Puzzles help develop hand-eye coordination

and fine motor skills due to the precise

nature of matching each piece exactly.

After completing picture puzzle, the next

level was ‘Move the Cup’. The teams had to

transfer paper cups from one place to

another. But this is not as easy as it sounds

because this was to be achieved by carrying

the cups which held inflated balloons in

them without dropping it. They then move

the cup over to the target table and deflate

the balloon before moving on to the next.

This level helped the children develop

concentration, confidence, focus, and

encouraged team spirit as well.

The next level was ‘Hit the Bottle’ where

each member from a team has to aim for

the bottle and knock it down with a ball.

When the team succeeds in knocking down

all the bottles, they move to the next level

which is the final level. This taught the

children good sportsmanship,

concentration, and aim. 

For the final level, teams got clues with

which they had to identify volunteers

matching the description. The team who

correctly found most number of volunteers,

won.

This elaborate game of Treasure Hunt

taught children to work together in order to

solve clues and to do several tasks together.

Learning how to work in a team is an

essential life skill and encourages socializing

in children. Practical learning is always the

best way to teach children in a way that

ensures that the lessons remain in their

memories much longer.

‘It's a blessing to be a
part of Fly Higher. It's

not just helping the
children to fly higher
with their dreams, it
is also helping us to
improve our skills
over many fields.
Thank you FHI’

 
 

Kongkana Mahanta
FHI Guwahati
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‘Learn while you play

is the concept with

which FHI is trying

to incorporate life

skills into children

across the country.

It's been almost 8

months since I have

joined and it's an

amazing feeling to

know that your a part

in bringing smiles in

the faces of many

children’

 

Prasad JS

FHI Pondicherry

VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE
Text by Anshita Sharma, FHI Dehradun

my favorite one was dance. The little feets

brought life to the dance floor. Their moves

may not be perfect but every new step had

the power to rejuvenate life. May be it

wasn’t that perfect but with all those

imperfections the ambience, the giggles, the

bright smile and that spark on each and

every face out there could not have been

better. Those giggles just took my  breath

away. The passion of those kids made me

wonder that this is something which is

worth living for. I had no idea that this one

day or precisely these 4 hours could be the

turning point in my life. That very day the

urge, the desire to do more and more for

them in every best possible way settled deep

down my heart. I realized , no other thing in

this entire world could make me more

happy than the smiles and sparkling eyes of

those kids. The co-workers were so friendly

that it made me feel like I know them from

years especially our Dehradun City

Coordinator, Shilpa Baliyan. She is really an

inspiration. We all had a great time

together. I am very happy that I was

bestowed with this chance to broaden the

curve of smile on those pretty faces. Now I

feel blessed to be a part of this FHI family.

Love being a member. I am really looking

forward to add more chapters in this book

of mine titled “FHI events”.

Here is me sharing my first experience of

this charismatic NGO named Fly Higher –

FHI. One good evening while I was scrolling

my instagram account, I received a pop up

of a new follow request and a message from

FHI account, introducing itself. I found this

group quite impressive and without giving a

second thought I replied to them, my assent.

After a little conversation I was added to

their whatsapp group. At the back of my

head I always wanted to join any such group

and work for some good cause but due to

some or the other reason I never happened

to do so. Taking this as a golden

opportunity to fulfill my desire I actively

responded in that group and finally our first

event was organised. It was on 22nd July

2018 and I was very nervous about it but my

excitement and joy overruled my

nervousness. Everything there in that school

with those kids was literally fantabulous. It

was even the first event of our FHI group in

Dehradun. Many activities were organized.

Quiz was the most interesting one. I was

very glad to see that all the children were

actively participating. The winners were

awarded. Painting was a great way of

exploration for us. Those children were

very talented. They drew some amazing

pictures. Another interesting activity and 
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FLYHIGHERWORLD

FLYHIGHERWORLD.ORG

‘Fly Higher (FHI) is a brilliant platform that merges people from all
backgrounds to unite as one big family, supporting and caring for

children at risk’
 

Ms. Poonam Sheth
Founder - Daroonjinish & FHI Donor

Newsletter Team
Shivani Sridharan 

Nupur Shah
Truptimayee Das
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